
IWF Technical Committee Technical Official Guideline

‘Chief Marshal’

Need full knowledge, 
skill, and concentration



Chief Marshal’s duty

 To communicate the information to the 

Competition Management System Operator

about the requested attempts.

English speaking International Category 1, appointed by 

the IWF

 To accept or refuse the modification 

made by the Coaches on the attempt 

to be taken.

At Olympic Games, YOG, WWCs and Universiade, 



The process is clear when black
pens are used.
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and C&J
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Athlete’s Cards –

Scoreboard screen
 The transfer of information may not                            have 

been recorded correctly.

 Compare the weights on the Cards and Scoreboard screen 

from time to time!

 If any corrections are required, contact the Competition 

Management System Operator immediately!!
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Important ! (6.6.6, 6.6.10)

 Chief Marshal must check the change is 
valid or not by checking the other 
Athlete’s attempt.

 Calling order Rule must be respected.
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1. The weight of the Barbell (lightest weight first)

2. The number of the attempt (lowest number first)

3. The sequence/order of the previous attempt(s) 

(the Athlete who lifted earliest is first)

4. The Start Number of the Athlete (lowest first)

Remember the Calling Order;

Let’s review 

TCRR 6.6.6



Important ! (6.6.10)

 Even though the request of change follows the 

Calling Order, TCRR 6.6.10 has been applied for 

the deadline of decreasing.

‘…In order to decrease the weight the Clock 

must not have started for the athlete’

Timing Clock!
So, pay attention to…



Important ! (6.6.12)

 Chief Marshal must look at the Timing 

Clock when Coaches of called Athlete 

come to declare/increase weight.

Everything must be done WITHIN the FIRST 30 sec.

Normal 1 minute attempt;

Successive attempt (2 minutes);

Declaration for the next attempt

WITHIN the FIRST 30 sec.

Change of the weight

Before the LAST 30 sec.

Will be available only if the 

Coach/Athlete declared the 

next weight within the first 

30 sec.



Let’s review 

TCRR 6.6.12

The timing apparatus will sound two times:

At the first 30 seconds and at the last 30 seconds

In successive attempt (2 minutes),

Within the first 30 sec of the 2 minutes

Even if it is the automatic increment.

Otherwise the Athlete has to accept the weight shown 

by competition management system !!

Important remark;

2’00” 0’00”1’30” 0’30”1’00”

The Coach must DECLARE the next weight to the 

Marshals



If Coach declared…

They can change the weight 2 times until the last 30 sec.!!

2’00” 0’00”1’30” 0’30”1’00”

Ex.  Succeeded with 100kg at the 1st attempt

“Sam Coffa, 101kg, 2nd attempt (automatic increment)”

Coach came to “declare” 101kg or more for 2nd attempt

Coach came to “CHANGE” 105kg for 2nd attempt (1st change)

Coach came to “CHANGE” 107kg for 2nd attempt (2nd change)

These changes 

are acceptable!!

No change can be made after 

the last 30 sec.



For example…

The Athlete succeeded 100kg at the 1st attempt and 

they want to take 101kg for the 2nd attempt.

If there is no declaration made within the first 30 seconds; the 

Athlete MUST take the automatic increment !!

(For example, 101kg)

BUT,

It is not necessary for the coach/athlete to declare 

'101kg' on the Athlete's Card if they are certain they 

will take the attempt at 101kg, because their next 

attempt will be 101kg automatically. 



Be aware!!

 1kg up after the Good Lift in the previous 
attempt

 Same weight after the No Lift in the previous 
attempt

The automatic increment applies in the following;
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the 3rd attempt.

Marshals can strike out any unused space on Athletes Card
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Always remember 

20kg Rule (6.6.5)

 The total weight of the starting attempts 

declared and actually taken in the Snatch

and C&J must equal or exceed the weight of 

the verified Entry Total minus 20kg.

e.g.  Women, Entry Total 205kg

⇒ Total of the 1st attempts must not be lower than 185kg.

S    85       C&J   100

S    75       C&J   110

S    82       C&J   100

OK

OK

NG



Please do not 

confuse !!

e.g.  Entry Total 205kg (Women) 

S 85, C&J - 100 at Weigh-in

85 88 90

1st 2nd 3rd

Good

Lift

Good

Lift

Good

Lift

3 kg + 2 kg

“ Oh, she can decrease 5kg for

the 1st attempt of C&J (100 → 95) !! “

NO !!!

The total must be calculated by each FIRST ATTEMPT.

= 5kg

Snatch



During the Snatch

If the Chief Marshal notices the error in Warm-

up area, they should suggest to the Athlete or 

Coaches.

“ If you want to decrease the 1st attempt 

of Snatch, you have to increase the 1st

attempt of C&J.  Are you OK ? ”



During Clean & Jerk

If the Chief Marshal or Technical Controller notice 

the error in the Warm-up area, they should suggest

the Athlete or Coaches.

“ You have to take the 1st attempt 

XXX kg or more.”



Always remember 

the IWF-TIS Screen
When IWF-TIS is used, if some athlete(s) 

needs to adjust 20kg Rule, the monitors for 

TIS Operator, Marshal’s Table and Jury Table

show the warning message(s).

TOs positioned by the 

monitors must check from 

time to time, especially…

 Jury Member

 Chief Marshal

 Technical Controllers



When many coaches 

come to the table at the 

same time…

Deal with the lowest weight and/or 

earliest athlete to be called first. 

“No.5, 149, and No.2, 151…”

Loaders,

150kg please

150 → 151

150 → 155 152 → 155

150 → 149

 Timing clock

 Validity (weight, time, calling order) 

No need to care who came to the table first

And, don’t forget to check;



 Current weight

Check list summary: 

Validity for decreasing
Quick decision must be made !!

 Timing Clock

 Sequence of the competition

 20kg Rule if 1st attempt of C&J

Ex. Request for 155kg is invalid if the other athlete is 

already lifting 156kg or more

Ex. Request for 155kg is invalid if she/he was called for 

156kg and Clock has already started

Ex. No.2 130 - 150 - 155

No.3 130 - 145 - 157

Request for No.3’s 155 is invalid if No.2 was called for 155kg

and the Timing Clock has already started for No.2



 Prepare your own red and

black pens

 Concentrate always on the current weight 

of the barbell, announcement and Timing 

Clock

 Compare weights on the Cards and 

Scoreboard monitor from time to time

 Put a black pen on the next Athlete Card 

to be ready for quick changes

 Be prepared for possible decreasing as 

much as possible

Tips to stay calm…


